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Abstract—Recently, wireless sensor networks (WSNs) attract
a great deal of research attention, and are envisioned to support
a variety of applications, including military surveillance, habitat
monitoring, and infrastructure protection, etc. Operating system
(OS) support for WSNs plays a central role in building scalable
distributed applications that are eﬃcient and reliable. Over
the years, we have seen a variety of OSes emerging in the
sensornet community to facilitate developing WSN applications.
Aside from the basic system implementations, there is also a large
body of work devoted to improving OS capabilities in diﬀerent
dimensions. In this paper, we provide a comprehensive review
of existing work in sensornet OS design. We first examine the
challenges in the OS design space. We then introduce the major
components of a sensornet OS. Next, we provide an overview
of existing work, present a taxonomy of state-of-the-art OSes,
and discuss various approaches to address the design challenges.
Finally we discuss evaluations of a sensornet OS and present
some recommendations from the perspectives of OS developers
and OS users. We have also identified several open problems
that need further investigation to make the OS provide stronger
support for WSNs.
Index Terms—Operating systems, wireless sensor networks,
performance metrics.

I. Introduction

A

TYPICAL wireless sensor network (WSN) consists of
a large number of small-sized, battery-powered sensor
nodes that are limited in battery energy, CPU power, and
communication capability. Recently, it has seen an explosive
growth in both academia and industry [1], [2]. WSNs attract a
great deal of research attention in the past few years [3]–[11],
and they are envisioned to support a variety of applications,
including military surveillance [12], habitat monitoring [13],
and infrastructure protection [14], etc.
Despite the simplicity of the sensor node hardware, WSN
applications are diverse and demanding. Infrastructural support
for WSN applications in the form of operating systems (OS)
is becoming increasingly important. In essence, a sensor
network OS (hereafter, sensornet OS) bridges the gap between
hardware simplicity and application complexity, and it plays
a central role in building scalable distributed applications that
are eﬃcient and reliable.
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The basic functionalities of an OS include resource abstractions for various hardware devices, interrupt management
and task scheduling, concurrency control, and networking
support. Based on the services provided by the OS, application programmers can conveniently use high-level application
programming interfaces (APIs) independent of the underlying
hardware. The implementation of the abovementioned services
for a sensornet OS, however, is non-trivial because most sensor
node platforms are severely resource-constrained. Therefore,
a sensornet OS should not only provide a variety of system
services to facilitate programming WSN applications, but also
optimize resource utilizations.
Over the years, we have seen various OSes emerging in
the sensornet community. The most prestigious works include
TinyOS [15], Contiki [16], SOS [17], Mantis OS [18], NanoRK [19], RETOS [20] and LiteOS [21]. Aside from the
basic system implementations mentioned above, there is also
a large body of work devoted to improving OS capabilities in
diﬀerent dimensions, e.g., improving OS reliability [22], [23],
providing real-time support [19], [24], [25], and extending the
programming model [26]–[29].
To the best of our knowledge, a comprehensive review
of the various works related to the sensornet OS design is
still lacking mainly due to the following reasons. First, there
is still no well-accepted agreement about what constitutes a
sensornet OS because the boundary between a sensornet OS
and sensornet applications is not as clear as that of a generalpurpose OS and general-purpose applications. Second, making a taxonomy of the OSes needs a deep understanding of
their design goals and underlying mechanisms as diﬀerent
OSes diﬀer drastically. Finally, evaluations of a sensornet OS
is diﬃcult as benchmark research for WSNs is still in an early
stage [30].
We try to shed light on the abovementioned issues in
this paper. We introduce what constitutes a sensornet OS by
describing its major components. We provide a taxonomy
of state-of-the-art sensornet OSes by examining a set of
important OS features. Finally, we discuss evaluations of
a sensornet OS by exploring several common performance
metrics and the impact of several design factors.
The contributions of our work are two-fold. First, we fill the
gap of reviewing existing work, providing a taxonomy of stateof-the-art sensornet OSes, and discussing various approaches
in the OS design space as well as their impact to diﬀerent
design goals. This guides us to choose appropriate design
approaches when a new OS is to be designed for a specific
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TABLE I
Terms used in this paper
Terms
Dynamic linking and
loading
Reconfigurability
Reprogramming
Run-to-completion
task
Split phase I/O

Active message
dedicated, virtualized,
and shared resources

Definition
The process of loading a program on disk into
memory, performing dynamic linking if necessary, and starting execution of the program
[31].
The ability to allow the functionality of an OS
to be dynamically changed.
The process of installing a new application to
a network of sensors wirelessly (i.e., over the
air) [9].
A task that cannot suspend or block.
In this I/O model, to initiate an I/O operation,
the programmer needs to first issue an I/O
request in one task, and write another task to
handle the notification when the requested I/O
is complete.
A communication primitive that each message
contains the address of a handler to be executed upon message arrival [32].
Three types of resource abstractions in TinyOS
[33]. A dedicated resource supports a single
user. A virtualized resource supports multiple users by maintaining request queues and
scheduling concurrent requests in a sequenced
manner. A shared resource also supports multiple users, but users must contend for the driver
through a lock.

set of goals. Second, we identify several open problems that
need further investigation to make the OSes provide stronger
support for WSNs, such as real-time and network management
support.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section II
examines the challenges in the OS design space. Section III introduces the major components of a sensornet OS. Section IV
provides a comprehensive review of existing work, provides
a taxonomy of state-of-the-art OSes, and discusses various
approaches to address the challenges presented in Section II.
Section V discusses evaluations of a sensornet OS. Section VI
presents some recommendations from the perspectives of OS
developers and OS users. Finally, we conclude this paper in
Section VII.
II. Challenges
In order to develop a practical and eﬃcient sensornet OS,
many challenges have to be addressed, mainly due to the
severe resource constraints of the sensor node hardware and
the demanding requirements of WSN applications. Table I
lists the main terms used in the rest of this paper. The major
challenges that influence the OS design are listed as follows.
Small Footprint. The limited memory of only a few kilobytes
on a sensor node necessitates the OS to be designed with
a very small footprint. It is a fundamental characteristic of
a sensornet OS and is the primary reason why so many
sophisticated embedded OSes (e.g., µC/OS [34], VxWorks
[35]) can not be easily ported to sensor nodes.
Energy Eﬃciency. Sensor nodes provide very limited battery
life-time. On the other hand, guaranteeing sensor networks to
operate for 3 to 5 years is a very desirable objective. Such an

imbalance implies that a sensornet OS must be energy eﬃcient
to prolong WSN life-times.
Reliability. In most applications, sensor networks are deployed once and intended to operate unattended for a long
period of time [9]. OS reliability is of great importance to
facilitate developing complex WSN software, ensuring the
correct functioning of WSN systems [22].
Real-Time Guarantee. As most sensornet applications such
as surveillance tend to be time-sensitive in nature where packets must be relayed and forwarded on a timely basis, real-time
guarantee is a necessary requirement for such applications.
Reconfigurability. It is desirable that systems on sensor nodes
can be dynamically reprogrammed [9] over the air after a
WSN is deployed. A high system reconfigurability is a desired
OS feature to make the network-wide reprogramming easy and
eﬃcient.
Programming Convenience. Sensor network applications are
diverse and demanding. Hence programming convenience is
of great importance to shorten the development cycle of realworld WSN applications.
Usually it is very hard, if not impossible, to achieve optimality
in all aspects. Most current solutions assume specific application scenarios, and make tradeoﬀs to address the primary
design challenges.
III. Components
The major components that constitute a sensornet OS are
listed as follows.
Task Scheduling. The task scheduling component provides
application programmers the task environment for executing
deferable and long running application code. Currently, there
are two categories of task scheduling schemes in the sensornet
community: event-driven task scheduling (e.g., TinyOS [15])
and multi-threaded task scheduling (e.g, Mantis OS [18]). In
TinyOS, tasks are event-driven and have run-to-completion
semantics. They are eﬃcient and responsive to asynchronous
activities, but have the drawback of manual state maintenance
and split-phase I/Os. In contrast, in Mantis OS, tasks are
multi-threaded. They are written with a traditional threadlike programming style, but incur a larger implementation
overhead.
Dynamic Linking and Loading. The dynamic linking and
loading component allows application modules to be loaded
dynamically and improves the OS reconfigurability when
reprogramming a network of sensors [36], [37]. It is included
in sensornet OSes such as Contiki [16], SOS [17], RETOS
[20], and LiteOS [21]. When an application module is to
be loaded, the linker and loader allocate memory space for
application’s data and code sections, link (relocate) external
(internal) symbols to their physical addresses, and copy the
linked module to the reserved memory space. This mechanism
is useful when reprogramming an application on sensor nodes:
rather than disseminating a monolithic kernel-application image [38], it only requires disseminating the application module
[36], which is much smaller and thus more energy-eﬃcient for
dissemination.
Memory Management. Memory in current sensor nodes can
be broadly classified into: RAM (for fast data storage), internal
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flash (for code storage), EEPROM (for data storage), and
external flash (for data storage). For example, the MicaZ platform has 4KB RAM, 128KB internal flash, 4KB EEPROM,
and 512KB external flash. RAM is important for fast data
access while external flash is important for data persistence.
RAM management can either be static as in TinyOS [15]
or dynamic as in SOS [17]. External flash management can
provide high level abstractions such as file (e.g., LiteOS [21])
or low level abstractions such as block (e.g., TinyOS [15]).
Resource Abstraction. The resource abstraction component
provides a safe and high-level accessing interface to the underlying hardware devices. For example, resource abstractions
in TinyOS [39] are classified into dedicated resource abstractions, virtualized resource abstractions, and shared resource
abstractions [33]. A dedicated resource supports a single user.
A virtualized resource supports multiple users by maintaining request queues and scheduling concurrent requests in a
sequenced manner. A shared resource also supports multiple
users, but users must contend for the driver through a lock.
Sensor Interfaces. Sensor interfaces provide application programmers a way to access sensor readings in an easy and
unified form. Low-level details associated with sensor configurations are thus abstracted away from application programmers.
Networking Stack. The networking stack facilitates developing distributed WSN applications. It is also essential to remote
system maintenance after a WSN is deployed. A networking
stack for the OS should support high-level services such as
dissemination and collection. It also handles low-level details
such as radio chip configuration, Medium Access Control
(MAC) [3], and queue management.
IV. Designs
In this section, we first provide an overview of existing
work. Then we present a taxonomy of state-of-the-art sensornet OSes. Finally we discuss various approaches that have
been used to address the challenges presented in Section II.
A. Overview
In this subsection, we give a description of state-of-the-art
sensornet OSes. It should be noted that most of these OSes
are currently under active development, hence we describe
features in the current version of these OSes as of the
publication of this paper.
TinyOS. TinyOS [15], developed in UC Berkeley, is perhaps
the earliest sensornet OS in the literature [42]. To enable a
flexible architecture and a low resource consumption, TinyOS
programming is based on components which are wired together to create an application at design-time. Component
interactions happen at two directions, i.e., one component
can use commands provided by another component; also,
one component can signal events to another component. The
execution model of TinyOS consists of interrupts and tasks.
Interrupts execute at a higher priority and can preempt the
execution of tasks. Tasks execute at a lower priority and are
scheduled in a FIFO manner. Tasks in TinyOS are written in
a run-to-completion manner, and they can not be preempted
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or self-suspended. For this reason, I/Os are done in splitphases, i.e., a request is done at the end of a task while
signal invokes the start of the next task. In order to provide
a better support for the component architecture and execution
model of TinyOS, the nesC language [26] was designed for
programming based on TinyOS.
TinyOS version 2 (T2), enhances version 1 in several
aspects. T2 provides telescoping abstraction, which is a hybrid
of horizontal decomposition (for the lower level to support
diﬀerent kinds of hardware devices) and vertical decomposition (for the higher level to support platform-independent
functionality), and makes it easier to support new hardware
platforms. Moreover, T2 provides service distribution, which
limits arbitrary component compositions and provides a group
of components (i.e., services) to improve system reliability.
Besides architectural improvements, there are a number of important improvements in implementation, including threading
support (e.g., TinyThreads [43], and TOSThreads in TinyOS
version 2.1 [44]), memory protection support [44], [45].
Contiki. TinyOS components are statically wired to create a
single kernel/application image. While this approach can optimize resource consumption, it is costly to dynamically reconfigure or update the applications. To address this issue, Contiki
[16], developed in Swedish Institute of Computer Science,
supports dynamically loadable modules. To address the programming inconvenience of event-based programming (e.g., in
TinyOS), Contiki supports cooperative multi-threading (i.e.,
context switches happen at user defined points) via user
libraries [16]. Contiki also supports a lightweight threading
mechanism, i.e., protothreads [27]. The latest version of Contiki, version 2.2.1, implements a flash ROM file system called
Coﬀee [46], and the Chameleon architecture for the Rime lowpower radio stack [47].
SOS. SOS [17], developed in the University of California,
Los Angeles, also supports dynamically loadable modules. It
adopts a module-based architecture. It is worth noting the
diﬀerence between TinyOS components and SOS modules.
TinyOS components are only visible from programmers’
perspective, and they “disappear” when they are compiled
into the binary code. SOS modules, on the other hand, still
remain the binary information (e.g., entry point of a module,
exported functions of a module) after compilation to allow
dynamically loading and unloading modules. To support this
architecture, SOS also supports dynamic memory allocation.
The SOS execution model is only slightly more complex than
TinyOS: SOS message handlers (similar to TinyOS tasks) are
dispatched according to three diﬀerent priorities, but preemption is not allowed between two message handlers. The latest
version of SOS, version 2.0.1, improves the original version
in several aspects, including broader platform support, and
memory protection support (e.g., Harbor [23]). However, as
of Nov. 24, 2008, SOS is no longer under active development
because of the graduation of the core developers.
Mantis OS. To enable full-fledged multi-threading support,
Mantis OS [18], developed in Colorado University, implements a traditional preemptive time-sliced multi-threading on
sensor nodes. To enable the traditional programming paradigm
(i.e., thread-like programming), the Mantis kernel also sup-
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TABLE II
A taxonomy of state-of-the-art sensornet OSes

TinyOS

Contiki

SOS

Mantis

Nano-RK

RETOS

LiteOS

ASPLOS
(2000)

EmNets
(2004)

MobiSys
(2005)

MONET
(2005)

RTSS
(2005)

IPSN
(2007)

IPSN
(2008)

Static

Dynamic

Dynamic

Dynamic

Static

Dynamic

Dynamic

Event &
Thread (TinyThread,
TOSThreads)

Event &
Threads &
Protothreads

Event

Thread &
Event
(TinyMOS)

Thread

Thread

Thread &
Event
(through callback)

Monolithic

Modular

Modular

Modular

Monolithic

Modular

Modular

Active Message

uIP, uIPv6,
Rime

Message

comm

Socket

Real-Time Support

No

No

No

No

Yes

Language Support

nesC

C

C

C

C

C

LiteC++

Coffee

No

No

No

Hierarchical
Unix-like

Yes

Yes
(Modular)

No

Yes

Yes

No

No

No

No

Yes
(DT)

Publication (Year)
Static/Dynamic
Event/Thread
Monolithic/Modular
Networking

File System
Reprogramming
Remote Debugging

Single level (1.x only)
(ELF, Matchbox)
Yes
(Deluge, FlexCup)
Yes
(Clairvoyant)

ports synchronous I/Os (as opposed to split-phase I/Os), and a
set of concurrency control primitives, e.g., binary semaphores
(i.e., mutex) and counting semaphores. The latest version
of Mantis, version 1.0 beta, improves system stability and
fixes some bugs. Besides, it implements the Collection Tree
Protocol (CTP) [48] for MicaZ and TelosB platforms.
Nano-RK. To support time-sensitive WSN applications such
as surveillance and environmental monitoring, Nano-RK [19],
developed in Carnegie Mellon University, implements a
reservation-based real-time OS for WSNs. Nano-RK supports
fixed-priority based preemptive multitasking for guaranteeing that task deadlines are met. It also supports CPU and
network bandwidth reservations, i.e., tasks can specify their
resource demands and the OS provides timely, guaranteed
and controlled access to CPU cycles and network bandwidth.
To facilitate network programming, Nano-RK provides APIs
for socket-like abstractions, and generic system support for
network scheduling and routing [19]. The latest version of
Nano-RK fixes some bugs in the previous versions.
RETOS. RETOS [20], developed in Yonsei University, Korea,
is designed to improve several aspects of prior work. It
improves system resilience by supporting dual mode operation
(i.e., kernel mode and user mode) as well as application
code checking at design-time and run-time. It optimizes
multi-threading implementation [49] and provides support for
POSIX 1003.1b real-time scheduling. It also supports loadable
modules and provides multi-hop networking services. The
latest version of RETOS, version 1.4, supports a broader range
of platforms, optimizes the networking layer, and improves
system safety.
LiteOS. LiteOS [21], developed in the University of Illinois
at Urbana Champaign, is designed to provide a traditional
Unix-like environment for programming WSN applications. It
includes: (1) a built-in hierarchical file system and a wireless
shell for user interaction using Unix-like commands. (2)

No
(will be in 1.1)
No
(will be in 1.1)
Yes
(NodeMD)

Three-layer
Architecture
POSIX
1003.1b

File-Assisted
No

kernel support for dynamic loading native execution of multithreaded applications. (3) an object-oriented programming
language that uses a subset of C++ as its syntax with class
library support. The latest version of LiteOS, version 1.0, adds
support for the recent Crossbow IRIS platform [50]. In addition, it provides an energy virtualization mechanism (Virtual
Battery [51]) and a remote debugging system (Declarative
Tracepoints [52]).
There are some other sensornet OSes that we have not investigated in this paper due to space limit, including MagnetOS
[53], Nano-Qplus [54], Pixie OS [55], and SenSpire OS [56].
B. Taxonomy
In this subsection, we provide a taxonomy of state-ofthe-art OSes by examining some important OS features (as
summarized in Table II).
Static or Dynamic. In static systems (e.g., TinyOS, NanoRK), application programmers must allocate all of the resources at design-time. On the other hand, in dynamic systems
(e.g., SOS, Contiki, Mantis, RETOS, LiteOS), application
programmers can allocate and deallocate resources at run-time.
Dynamic systems are more flexible, and thus are more suitable
for dynamically changing environments. However, they are not
reliable as a buggy application could easily acquire excessive
resources (at run-time), causing the entire system to crash.
Event-driven or Multi-threaded. In event-driven systems
(e.g., TinyOS, SOS), application programmers must manually
maintain the application state (in the form of global variables)
and use split-phase I/Os. On the other hand, in multi-threaded
systems (e.g., Mantis, Nano-RK, RETOS), application programmers can use the traditional thread-like programming
style. Hence multi-threaded systems are more familiar to most
programmers and are typically considered more user-friendly
than event-driven systems. There are number of projects that
aim to enhance the event-driven systems by providing multithreading support. For example, TinyThread [43], TOSThreads
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[44] are thread libraries based on TinyOS; Contiki supports
preemptive multi-threading via a library on top of the eventdriven kernel [16], and it also implements a a lightweight
threading mechanism called protothreads [27]. Event-driven
systems are also useful: they are suitable for applications that
are highly responsive; more importantly, they incur a very
small implementation overhead and represent a cost-eﬀective
solution for sensor nodes with severe resource constraints.
Hence some multi-threaded systems also support events. For
example, TinyMOS [57] supports TinyOS events in the Mantis
kernel; LiteOS provides event support through callback functions [21].
Monolithic or Modular. An application may be compiled
with the OS as a monolithic program (e.g., TinyOS) or may be
compiled into an individual program module that is loadable
by the OS kernel (e.g., Contiki, SOS, RETOS). The former approach presents an opportunity to do full program analysis and
optimizations and is appropriate when the application seldom
needs to be modified. The latter approach is favored when the
individual application needs to be frequently modified through
network reprogramming. Although it adds the OS complexity
by including linking and loading support, it greatly reduces
the dissemination overhead when reprogramming a network
of sensor nodes.
Networking Support. For general-purpose OSes, TCP/IP is
the norm. For sensornet OSes, however, there are currently
no standard architectures or implementations despite the investigations by Polastree et al. [58], Cheng et al. [59] and
Dunkels et al. [47]. It is not surprising because networking for
WSN is complicated by the wireless nature and the diversity
of transmission patterns (e.g., one-to-one, one-to-all, all-toone) [60], [61]. Without such a standard architecture, diﬀerent
sensornet OSes adopt quite diﬀerent mechanisms and support
wireless networking to diﬀerent extent. Most sensornet OSes
provide single-hop communications on top of which multi-hop
networking can thus be implemented as user-level services.
Examples include TinyOS, SOS, Mantis. TinyOS uses a
lightweight Active Message (AM) based communication stack.
Aside from a data payload, each AM also contains an AM
ID which is used for the target node to dispatch the AM
to its corresponding handler upon arrival. It is worth noting
that a large number of higher level networking protocols are
implemented on top of this AM layer, including dissemination
protocols [38], [62]–[64], and collection protocols [48]. SOS
uses a module based message passing for communication.
Each message contains a module ID which specifies the
corresponding module to be invoked upon message arrival.
Mantis encapsulates MAC protocols in the “comm” layer
to provide a unified interface for communications device
drivers (e.g., serial, USB, and radio devices). It also manages packet buﬀering and synchronization functions. Some
sensornet OSes directly support multi-hop networking. Examples include Contiki, Nano-RK, RETOS. Contiki contains
two communication stacks: µIP and Rime [65]. µIP is a
small RFC-compliant TCP/IP stack that makes it possible for
Contiki to communicate over the Internet. Recently, Contiki
additionally implements µIPv6 that supports IPv6 for WSNs.
Rime is a lightweight communication stack designed for low
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power radios. Rime provides a wide range of communication
primitives, from best-eﬀort local area broadcast, to reliable
multi-hop bulk data flooding [65]. Nano-RK provides socketbased abstraction that masks MAC scheduling and routing
from applications. RETOS provides a three-layer architecture
that provides single-hop communication (MAC and buﬀer
management), multi-hop support (neighborhood and routing
table management), various multi-hop networking protocols at
three diﬀerent layers (i.e., link layer, networking support layer,
and dynamic networking layer). The OS kernel is responsible
for the two lower layers while the highest layer is provided
by network programmers as reconfigurable kernel modules.
This architecture conform more closely to the suggestions of
[47], [58], [59], i.e., the Narrow Waist of WSN is above the
link layer (single-hop) and below the networking layer (multihop) and it is advisable that the OS should provide multi-hop
support (e.g., neighborhood and routing table management)
apart from single-hop communications. LiteOS provides additional support for communications of files among a set of
sensor nodes, using traditional Unix-like shell commands such
as cp, mv.
Real-Time Support. Real-time support for sensornet OSes
can happen at the node level where the OS should perform
priority-based preemptive task scheduling to ensure the realtime performance of a single node. Nano-RK is an RTOS that
supports for priority-based preemption and timeliness through
oﬀ-line schedulability analysis. RETOS supports the POSIX
1003.1b realtime scheduling interface to enable both programmers’ explicit priority assignment and kernel’s dynamic
priority management. Real-time support can also happen at
the network level where realtime network behaviors (e.g., endto-end transmission with delay bounds) are required. This is
something beyond the realm of OS research and will be briefly
mentioned in Section IV-C.
Language Support. Most sensornet OSes use C as the
programming language for both OS development and application development (e.g., Contiki, SOS, Mantis, RETOS).
It is because C is eﬃcient, portable, and is the dominant
language for embedded system development. However, C has
its drawbacks: on one hand, it is too general to perform
semantic checking, optimizations, and kernel customizations;
on the other hand, it is typically considered less user-friendly
than the modern Object-Oriented (OO) languages such as
C++ and Java. nesC [26] and LiteC++ [21] represent two
solutions to address the two abovementioned issues respectively. The nesC language tightly integrates with TinyOS’s
execution models and adopts a component-based programming
model. Hence it can perform static checking, full program
analysis and optimizations, thus generates a monolithic kernelapplication image with a very small footprint. However, as
nesC is domain-specific, it usually incurs a large learning
curve for traditional programmers. LiteC++ is designed for
LiteOS for application development. It implements a subset of
features of modern OO languages. Hence it is more familiar
to traditional programmers and is typically considered more
user-friendly than both C and nesC.
File Systems. A typical sensor node has a small storage
capacity, e.g., MicaZ nodes have only 4KB EEPROM and
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512KB external flash. Therefore, file systems on sensor nodes
must have a very small implementation overhead. Matchbox
[66] and ELF [67] are both implemented based on TinyOS version 1. They provide single-level file organizations and basic
abstractions for file operations such as reading and writing.
LiteOS enhances prior work by supporting hierarchical file
organization and a richer set of file operation APIs. Recently,
Contiki provides a flash-based file system, Coﬀee [46], for
storing data inside the sensor network. The file system allows
multiple files to coexist on the same physical on-board flash
memory and has a performance that is close to the raw data
throughput of the flash chip.
Reprogramming. Reprogramming has been a very active research area in recent years [9], [38], [62], [63], [68]. Typically,
applications are programmed onto the sensor nodes via wired
connection. With reprogramming support, developers are able
to install or update a new application to a network of sensor
nodes wirelessly. Deluge [38] is the standard reprogramming
mechanism for TinyOS. Because of TinyOS’s static design
principle, applications are disseminated with the OS kernel
as a full image. This approach incurs a large dissemination
overhead because of the kernel overhead. To address this issue,
FlexCup [69] supports dynamic linking and loading TinyOS
binary components, thus allows code update on a modular
basis. The dynamic linking and loading mechanism is natively
supported by SOS, Contiki, RETOS, and LiteOS.
Remote Debugging. As the software for WSNs becomes
more and more complex, the need for remote debugging is
increasingly important. Clairvoyant [40], based on TinyOS,
provides interactive source-level debugging commands such as
break, step, and watch to access program states. NodeMD
[41], implemented on Mantis, is designed to diagnose nodelevel faults in sensor network applications. It also provides
remote retrieval of the logged information stored in a circular
buﬀer, so that the probable root of the bug can be traced.
Recently, Declarative Tracepoints (DT) [52], implemented on
LiteOS, allows the user to insert a group of action-associated
checkpoints, or tracepoints, to applications being debugged
at run-time. Tracepoints do not require modifying application
source code. By triggering the associated actions when these
checkpoints are reached, this system automates the debugging
process by removing the human from the loop.
C. Approaches to Various Challenges
In Section II, we have described various challenges in the
OS design space. In this subsection, we present some specific
approaches to address these challenges respectively.
Approaches to Small-footprint OS Design: To make a
sensornet OS practically useful on resource-constrained sensor
nodes which typically have 4KB–10KB data RAM and 48KB–
128KB program flash, special considerations to optimize the
code and data sizes must be taken. Current approaches to
optimize code and data sizes happen at two levels, i.e.,
programming level and compilation level. At the programming
level, the OS programmers must adopt cost-eﬀective schemes,
or, tailor functionalities of general-purpose or embedded OSes
for implementation on sensor nodes. For example, TinyOS,
Contiki, and SOS all adopt a simple event scheduling scheme

instead of a sophisticated thread scheduling scheme; Mantis
OS tailors the thread implementation of general-purpose OSes,
limiting the thread stack size and running thread number
for sensor nodes. At the compilation level, the compiler is
responsible to optimize the data and code sizes. Various
compilation techniques can be taken. For example, a new
language, such as nesC [26], could be designed to facilitate
code analysis and optimizations; memory compaction [70]
could be carried out to reduce the RAM usage.
Approaches to Energy Eﬃciency: Since most sensor nodes
are battery-powered, energy is an important factor in designing a sensornet OS. Current techniques to save energy on
sensor nodes can be classified into microcontroller energy
management and peripheral energy management, which will
be described below respectively.
Microcontrollers typically have a spectrum of low power
modes that support keeping diﬀerent peripherals enabled.
Computing the lowest safe power state of the microcontroller requires system-wide information on whether various
peripherals are in use. This computation, however, can have
complex dependencies. Klues et al. propose ICEM [33] to
do microcontroller energy management. In this scheme, every
microcontroller has a sleep function that calculates the lowest
safe power state based on which interrupt sources and on-chip
devices are enabled. The OS only computes the power state
when necessary by keeping track of a dirty bit. The sleep state
computation also allows a driver to specify a minimum safe
sleep state by an override hook.
Peripheral energy management requires knowledge of the
application usage model and turns the individual peripheral
oﬀ when it is not used. Although for dedicated devices [33],
it is fairly simple to control the power states by applications,
for virtualized and shared devices, it is the OS’s responsibility
to do system-wide power management. ICEM [33] exploits the
concurrency of application’s I/Os and propose the power locks
mechanism to automatically minimize energy consumption
without additional explicit information from an application.
Of all the peripherals on a sensor node, the radio is the most
important as it consumes the largest fraction of energy compared to other devices. Hence it needs a special consideration
and attracts many research eﬀorts in the sensornet community.
MAC scheme is most pertinent to the power management
of radio chips. The key insight to save energy is to reduce
idle listening and overhearing in WSNs [71]. We have seen
various MAC schemes proposed in the sensornet community
to address these issues, e.g., the schedule-based MACs such as
S-MAC [72] and the contention-based MACs such as B-MAC
[73] and X-MAC [74].
Approaches to OS Reliability: Reliability is an important
design consideration for both general-purpose OSes and sensornet OSes. Many WSN applications should operate in an
unattended manner for a long life-time, it is essential that
the OS should provide reliable services to applications. It
is, however, really challenging to achieve OS reliability in
a sensornet OS because current sensor node hardware lacks
advanced hardware features such as CPU privileged mode
and MMU. Lack of CPU privileged mode makes it hard to
prevent control hazards as a buggy program can easily take
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CPU cycles away from the OS kernel, causing a sensor node
not responsive any more. Lack of MMU makes it diﬃcult to
prevent data hazards as a buggy program may easily access
and corrupt kernel’s data, causing the entire system to crash.
There are some works proposed to prevent control hazards,
e.g., Gu et al. present t-kernel [22] to modify application code
at load-time to ensure OS responsiveness. RETOS also checks
the application code via static checks and dynamic checks to
prevent illegal memory access and illegal indirect addressing
instructions [20].
There are some works proposed to prevent data hazards,
e.g., RETOS provides dual mode operation to ensure kernel
data integrity: applications in the user mode use the user
stack, and the stack is changed to the kernel stack upon
system calls and interrupts handling [20]. Kumar et al. present
harbor [23] to protect memory access with a software-based
solution; various stack estimation techniques [43], [75], [76]
are proposed to prevent stack overflow (hence ensure data
integrity). Without hardware features mentioned above, most
methods combines compile-time instrumentation and run-time
checking, i.e., they analyze the program and insert hooks at
compile-time, then execute these hooks at run-time to ensure
system reliability.
Approaches to Support Real-Time Guarantee: As mentioned in Section IV-B, current work to support real-time guarantee includes node-level task scheduling and network-level
packet transmission. In order to support real-time task scheduling, the OS must support priority preemption [19], [77]. NanoRK supports fixed-priority based preemptive multitasking for
guaranteeing that task deadlines are met [19]. RETOS provides
support for POSIX 1003.1b real-time scheduling [20]. FIT
provides a formal real-time task schedulability analysis and a
special optimization for implementation on sensor nodes [24].
On the other hand, in order to support real-time packet transmission, real-time communication protocols must be proposed
to meet the end-to-end delay bounds. Several approaches have
been proposed to achieve this goal [25], [78]–[81]. SPEED
[25] provides end-to-end soft real-time communication by
maintaining a desired delivery speed across the sensor network through a combination of feedback control and nondeterministic geographic forwarding. SUPORTS [78] proposes
a dynamic scheduling and rate regulation mechanism for
supporting real-time, event-based traﬃc in sensor networks.
RTQS [79] propose a novel transmission scheduling approach
designed for real-time queries in WSNs.
Approaches to Improve Reconfigurability: System reconfigurability is important in order to facilitate network level
reprogramming [9]. It is desirable that the system could be
dynamically modified over the air in order to adapt to the
changing environments. Applications can be reconfigured at
the script level, virtual machine level or native code level [47].
For the former two, an application-specific virtual machine or
an generic virtual machine (e.g., Java virtual machine) should
be installed on each sensor node. Script and virtual machine
code are not eﬃcient to execute for a long time. In contrast,
the native code executes much faster. For the native code, an
alternative to the full image replacement scheme [38] is to
use loadable modules. With loadable modules, only parts of
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the system need to be modified when a single application is
changed. This approach requires dynamic linking and loading
support on the OS, which is implemented in Contiki [16], SOS
[17], RETOS [20], LiteOS [21].
Approaches to Improve Programming Convenience: The
factors that impact application programming are various,
e.g., programming models, programming languages, system
libraries, etc. We focus our attention on programming models
and languages here because their relevance to the OS design.
Programming models and languages for sensor networks can
further be classified into node level, group level, and network
level [8]. We focus on node-level programming models and
languages as they are most pertinent to the OS design.
Two well-known programming models in the sensornet
community is event-driven programming and multi-threaded
programming. As we have already mentioned in Section IV-B,
some OSes (e.g., TinyOS) implement the event-driven model
for eﬃciency while other OSes (e.g., Mantis OS) implement
the multi-threaded model for programming convenience. Event
and thread are not totally orthogonal, there is a large body
of work devoted to implementing light-weight multi-threading
mechanisms. TinyThread [43] implements multi-threading on
top of TinyOS’s event-driven kernel. While it supports threadlike programming, it does not support preemption. TinyOS
Fiber [82] implements a thread model by a single system stack,
and only supports one blocking context. Protothreads [27] can
support blocking I/Os with a very low memory requirements,
but it does not support local variables and the blocking I/O
can only be called inside the top level of the thread. Y-Threads
[83] separates the thread execution into two stacks. Each YThread has its own stack upon which blocking calls occur, but
all Y-Threads share a single stack where nonblocking calls can
occur.
Two representative languages for sensornet OSes are nesC
[26] and LiteC++ [21]. As mentioned in Section IV-B, nesC
is usually not considered convenient for programming despite
its advantages in program code analysis and optimizations.
On the other hand, LiteC++ inherits features of modern OO
languages. Hence it is typically considered more user-friendly
and is convenient for programming than both C and nesC.
V. Evaluations
In this section, we will discuss evaluations of a sensornet OS by exploring several common performance metrics
(Section V-A) and the impact of several design factors (Section V-B). We will also briefly discuss the technical support
provided by state-of-the-art sensornet OSes (Section V-C).
A. Evaluation Metrics
Several metrics are common to evaluate the performance
of a sensornet OS. Among them, reliability, reconfigurability,
and programming convenience are diﬃcult to evaluate quantitatively, and they are usually achieved to diﬀerent extent in
diﬀerent OSes.
• Reliability. The OS together with the application should
operate correctly for a long life-time.
• Reconfigurability. The OS should allow easy and eﬃcient application modifications after deployment.
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TABLE III
Different design approaches (↑ is used to indicate that the approach has a positive impact on the design goal; ↓ is used to indicate that the approach has a
negative impact on the design goal)

Goals

Energy
Efficiency

Reliability

Real-Time

Reconfigurability

Programming
Convenience

Static approach











Dynamic approach











Approach

Small
Footprint

Event-driven approach









Multi-threaded approach









Monolithic approach







Modular approach







Reliability approach





Reconfigurability approach





nesC (domain-specific)





LiteC++ (OO language)





Programming Convenience. The OS should provide
a convenient programming environment for application
programmers.
There are several other performance metrics to evaluate a
sensornet OS quantitatively, which include:
• CPU Utilization. The CPU utilization should be kept low
to save energy.
• Energy Consumption. The energy consumption should
be kept low to ensure the longevity of a WSN.
• OS RAM Usage. The data RAM usage should be kept
small.
• OS Program Size. The program size should be kept
small.
• Application Lines of Code (LoC). Application LoC
(after removing all blank lines and comments) should be
kept low to facilitate application programming.
• Application Source Code Size. Application source code
size (in bytes, after removing all blank lines and comments) should also be kept low to facilitate application
programming.
•

B. Performance Comparisons
Current sensornet OSes adopt various approaches as described in Section IV-C to improve performance metrics or
trade-oﬀ one performance metric for another. We briefly
summarize the impact of several design factors in Table III.
The static approach increases system reliability as most
system behaviors are predictable at compile-time. Real-time
analysis can be carried out more easily on a static system.
However, it decreases system reconfigurability and programming convenience as resource requirement cannot be changed
dynamically, and, resource allocation must be safely estimated at design-time. The dynamic approach, on the other








hand, increases system reconfigurability and programming
convenience, but it decreases system reliability and real-time
guarantees.
The event-driven approach is favored to generate a system
with a small footprint and high energy eﬃciency. It decreases
system reliability as an indefinite loop in an event can easily
compromise the whole system. Besides, it sacrifices programming convenience. The multi-threaded approach incurs a
larger implementation and run-time overhead. It is less energyeﬃcient because of the thread scheduling overhead. At the
other hand, it can improve system reliability and programming
convenience.
The monolithic approach is a good choice to generate a
system with a small footprint when the application seldom
needs to be changed. But it is less energy eﬃcient to disseminate the native code when reprogramming. The modular
approach improves system reconfigurability at the cost of extra
implementation overheads. But it is more energy eﬃcient to
disseminate the native code when reprogramming.
Most approaches to increase reliability (e.g., preventing
control hazards [22] and preventing data hazards [23]) and
reconfigurability (e.g., loadable modules [36] and virtual machines [84]) will add the complexity of the system and impair
energy eﬃciency and small-footprint OS design.
nesC [26], a representative of domain-specific languages,
is eﬀective in optimizing the program code size but incurs
a large learning curve for application programmers. It can
also improve reliability and energy eﬃciency of the system
via static checks and static optimizations. LiteC++ [21], a
representative of OO languages, on the other hand, incurs
an additional implementation overhead but is more familiar
to traditional application programmers, and is thus more
convenient for application programming.
It is also worth mentioning that some approaches can only
be combined to achieve a specific goal. For example, the
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TABLE IV
Homepage of different sensornet OSes

TABLE V
Hardware platforms supported
TinyOS
SOS
Contiki
Mantis
Nano-RK
RETOS
LiteOS

Mica2, MicaZ, TelosB/TMote Sky, IntelMote2, eyes, tinynode, IRIS, shimmer, TI
CC2430 (testing)
Mica2, MicaZ, TelosB/Tmote Sky, XYZ
ESB, TelosB/Tmote Sky
Mica2, MicaZ, Telos, Mantis nymph
MicaZ, FireFly
MicaZ, TelosB/TMote Sky, TI CC2430
MicaZ, IRIS

modular approach is usually implemented in a dynamic system
where resources can be more eﬀectively allocated at run-time.
C. Technical Support
In this subsection, we briefly discuss the technical support
provided by diﬀerent sensornet OSes. All OSes investigated in
Section IV-A provide installation manuals and programming
tutorials, which can be found in the corresponding homepages
listed in Table IV. It is worth noting that TinyOS, as the de
facto OS in the literature, provides the best technical support.
Many real-world WSN projects are built upon TinyOS. Table V lists the hardware platforms currently supported in these
OSes, which crudely reflects the eﬀorts of OS developers.
Note that Contiki provides abstractions for MCUs such as
Atmel AVR and TI MSP430. Support for Mica series mote
platforms still requires a port by implementing additional
device drivers. Figure 1 shows the Google PageRank values of
the homepages listed in Table IV, which crudely reflects the
number of interested OS users. It is worth mentioning that, as
of Nov. 24, 2008, SOS is no longer under active development
because of the graduation of the core developers.
VI. Recommendations
This section presents some recommendations from the perspectives of OS developers and OS users.
A. Developers’ Perspective
Start with Simple Designs. Most sensor nodes are severely
resource constrained. In addition, with energy, form factor,
and cost being emphasized considerations in designing sensor
hardware platforms, we will continue to see highly constrained
devices for many WSNs [22]. Hence, a sensornet OS should
be small with simple designs. Developers should carefully
evaluate the suitability of sophisticated OS features for PCs,
and incorporate them into the design only when the benefits
deserve the implementation overheads.
Build A Flexible Architecture. There is a variety of sensor
node platforms, such as MicaZ, TelosB [85], inode, eyes,









http://www.tinyos.net/
http://www.sics.se/contiki/
https://projects.nesl.ucla.edu/public/sos-2x/
http://mantis.cs.colorado.edu/
http://www.nanork.org/
http://retos.yonsei.ac.kr
http://www.liteos.net
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CC2430, etc. Therefore, it is necessary to build a flexible
OS architecture in order to make it evolvable with hardware
developments. On the other hand, there is also a variety of
WSN applications, such as military surveillance [12], habitat
monitoring [13], and infrastructure protection [14], etc. Hence,
it is also necessary to build a flexible OS architecture in order
to make it capable of supporting diﬀerent applications.
Consider Application Scenarios and Potential Users. Many
WSN research projects are highly application-driven [86].
The design of a sensornet OS should also consider its main
application scenarios and potential users. OS designers should
first setup the major design goals, such as described in Section
V-B, according to application needs, e.g., if sensing data
should be forwarded in a timely basis, then real-time guarantee
is a desired OS feature. When the OS design goals are setup,
designers can then refer to Table III to select the appropriate
design approaches.
B. Users’ Perspective
Consider Hardware Requirements. For large-scale applications, an important consideration is the cost factor, which
impacts the choice of hardware platforms. OS users must
therefore choose an OS that supports the specific hardware
(refer to Table V). For a hybrid network application, the OS
must then provides multi-platform support.
Understand Application Needs. Application requirement is
another important consideration in selecting an appropriate
OS. If high reliability is required, then static OSes, such as
TinyOS, Nano-RK, are good choices; if the application needs
frequent update, then dynamic modular OSes, such as Contiki,
SOS, are good choices.
Evaluate Developing Cost. There are many diﬀerent ways to
develop a WSN application. If the application programmers
have the legacy code, they would probably like to port the
code onto a similar system. For example, if the legacy code
is written in a thread-like style, then multi-threaded OSes,
such as Mantis, RETOS, LiteOS, are good choices. If the
application programmers begin from scratch, then they would
probably like to seek for OSes with good technical support. In
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this case, OSes with good technical support, such as TinyOS,
Contiki, Mantis, are good choices.
VII. Conclusions and Future Work
OS support is important to facilitate the development and
maintenance of WSNs. In this paper, we first examine the
challenges of in the OS design space. We then introduce what
constitutes a sensornet OS by describing its major components.
Next, we provide an overview of existing work, present
a taxonomy of state-of-the-art sensornet OSes, and discuss
various approaches to address the design challenges. Finally
we discuss evaluations of a sensornet OS and present some
recommendations from the perspectives of OS developers and
OS users.
Currently, sensornet OS research and development are still
in the state of active development. In the process of WSN
revolution, we will continue to see sensornet OS evolve with
the emergence of new sensor hardware and new sensornet
applications.
There are lots of open problems that need further investigation to make the OS provide stronger support for WSNs.
Providing a convenient programming model and a suite of
useful system services on the resource constrained sensor
nodes is a continuing focus of current research. However,
design trade-oﬀs among small footprint, energy eﬃciency, reliability, real-time guarantees, reconfigurability, and programming convenience, need to be made with respect to diﬀerent
application scenarios. Approaches to address reliability issues
and provide real-time support need further study to improve
OS reliability and real-time performance. OS support for
network management is currently under active research and
development. While there is a large body of work devoted
to wireless reprogramming and remote debugging, how to
incorporate them into a unified OS framework is still to be
considered.
With a stronger support from sensornet OSes, we envision
that WSN application development will be greatly simplified.
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